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Abstract: A new one-pot homogeneous methodology at
room temperature to obtain Au nanoparticles (AuNP) on the
basis of the epoxide route is presented. The proposed
method takes advantage of the homogenous generation of
OH� moieties driven by epoxide ring-opening, mediated by
chloride nucleophilic attack. Once reached alkaline condi-
tions, the reducing medium allows the quantitative forma-
tion of AuNP under well-defined kinetic control. A stabilizing
agent, such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or cetyltrimeth-
ylammonium chloride (CTAC), is required to maintain the
AuNP stable. Meanwhile their presence dramatically affects
the reduction kinetics and pathway, as demonstrated by the
evolution of the UV/Vis spectra, small-angle X-ray scattering

(SAXS) patterns, and pH value along the reaction. In the
presence of PVP nanogold spheroids are obtained following
a similar reduction mechanism as that observed for control
experiments in the absence of PVP. However, if CTAC is em-
ployed a stable complex with AuIII is formed, leading to a dif-
ferent reaction pathway and resulting in ellipsoidal-like
shaped AuNP. Moreover, the proposed methodology allows
stabilize the growing AuNP, by coupling their formation with
nonalkoxidic sol–gel reactions, leading to nanocomposite
gels with embedded metallic nanoparticles. The epoxide
route thus offers a versatile scenario for the one-pot prepa-
ration of new metal nanoparticles–inorganic/hybrid matrices
nanocomposites with valuable optical properties.

Introduction

Gold nanoparticles (AuNP) are among the most studied noble
metal nanoparticles because of their key role in fundamental

and applied nanoscience.[1] Several morphologies and sizes
could be obtained nowadays, such as spheres, rods, triangles,
bipyramids, among others.[2, 3, 4] This wide variety of AuNP with
well-controlled sizes and shapes was exploited for the produc-
tion of new optical sensors,[5, 6] sensors based on surface-en-
hanced Raman spectroscopy,[7, 8] more efficient catalysts,[9, 10, 11, 12]

and for innovative medical[13, 14] and biological applications.[15, 16]

Depending on the chosen applications, the nanoparticles can
be used directly in solution, forming arrays onto surfaces[17] or
embedded in inorganic or polymeric matrices, in nanocompo-
sites.[18, 19, 10, 12] The reported methods to obtain such nanoparti-
cles typically involve the direct mixture of the reagents and
can be divided into two families: one-step synthesis or seed-
mediated approaches.[2] While the former are inherently easier
to implement, the latter offer a more accurate textural control
over the final nanoparticles, achieving sophisticated morpholo-
gies. Nowadays, much effort is focused on improving the per-
formance of one-pot routes, elucidating the role of the most
relevant and eventually hidden experimental variables. Perhaps
the most popular one-step approach is the Turkevich
method,[20] which consists in adding a reducing agent (sodium
citrate), adjusted at a suitable pH value, to a boiling tetra-
chloroauric acid solution. In this case, in the starting reagent’s
mixture AuIII ions are instantly exposed to a quantitative driv-
ing force for their reduction. Spheroidal AuNP with a diameter
around 15 nm are obtained by this means. Even this relatively
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simple synthesis, which has been tested for more than
60 years, is still being revisited in the recent literature, with the
objective of controlling size reproducibility and monodispersity
of the resulting AuNP.[21, 22] For example, Ojea-Jim�nez et al.[23]

have demonstrated that the mixing sequence of the reagents
has an effect on the AuNP size and morphology. Also, Schulz
et al.[24] demonstrated that there is an optimal pH value that
gives rise to uniform and monodisperse AuNP. In the same
sense, Kettermann et al.[25] studied the Turkevich method in
great detail alerting about the influence of the resulting pH of
the solution on the size and polydispersion of the obtained
AuNP. In recent years, milder reducing agents such as alcohols
and polyols gained increasing attention, because they offer a
proper reactivity in aqueous media, defining a highly eco-
friendly synthesis.[26, 27, 28, 29, 30] However, the inherently inconven-
ient scenario, related to the mixing sequence of the reagents
and pH optimization, still remains.[31]

Most of these inherent drawbacks related to adding and
mixing solutions that are dramatically far from chemical equi-
librium, can be solved by employing homogeneous synthesis
methods. In those ones, the chemical driving force for particle
formation is activated after mixing the reagents, typically by
temperature increment or the in situ generation of one of the
reagents. This approach ensures that both the nucleation and
growth of the particles take place in the absence of any com-
positional inhomogeneity in the solution.

In this context, the in situ alkalinization of a solution con-
taining AuIII precursors in the presence of a reducing agent,
which can only effectively react under alkaline conditions, can
fulfil the requirements for a one-pot synthesis on a homoge-
nous basis.

In recent years, the epoxide route has demonstrated a great
versatility to drive the homogenous alkalinization of acidic sol-
utions at room temperature. Nucleophilic attack over epoxides,
typically driven by chloride,[32] is able to drive the precipitation
of several inorganic materials with an exquisite textural con-
trol,[33, 34] including metal (hydro)oxides,[35] layered basic
salts,[36, 37] layered double hydroxides,[32, 38, 39] silicates,[40] phos-
phates,[41] and, more recently, hybrid layered structures and
metal organic frameworks.[42] In all the cases a one-pot ap-
proach under room temperature conditions is used. In parallel,
coupled with the alkalinization process, this in situ method re-
leases diols to the media, which result from the partial hydroly-
sis of the epoxide. Taking into account the mild and controlla-
ble release of diol and hydroxide to the reaction medium, the
epoxide route can potentially drive metallic gold formation, on
the basis of an irreversible redox process.

The present work introduces the homogeneous reduction of
HAuCl4 into metallic AuNP through the epoxide route for the
very first time. The homogeneous growth mechanism is com-
prehensively studied by means of in situ UV/Vis spectroscopy,
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and pH evolution character-
ization, alerting about the non-innocent role of the stabilizing
agent in the chemical speciation of AuIII and its reactivity. In
addition, we present a particular application in which the re-
duction process is sequentially coupled with a non-alkoxidic
sol–gel process, leading to nanocomposites (AuNP at inorganic

hydrogels) of high optical quality on a one-pot basis. This work
paves the way towards the generation of a wide variety of
AuNP and composites by one-pot homogenous methods at
room temperature. Moreover, it demonstrates the feasibility of
using such methods to perform careful physicochemical char-
acterization of the AuNP formation process.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis feasibility

The alkalinization method based on the epoxide route consists
in the nucleophilic attack over an electrophilic carbon belong-
ing to the epoxide ring.[32] This reaction, typically carried out
by chloride anions added as KCl, results in the epoxide ring-
opening of glycidol (or Gly) in the present case, and chlorohy-
drine formation (see Scheme 1, reactions 1 and 2). Neverthe-
less, the aqueous medium itself is able to decompose Gly
through a hydrolytic attack, which results in the formation of
glycerol (see Scheme 1, reaction 3). This side reaction, which
does not contribute to the net alkalinization, is favored either
in acid or alkaline media.

In order to evaluate the feasibility of the epoxide route to
drive AuIII reduction, HAuCl4, KCl, and the main reducing agent,
glycerol, were mixed at room temperature (see Experimental
Section), on the basis of typical AuNP synthesis procedures
through polyol reduction. No signs of reduction were observed
when HAuCl4 (acid precursor) and KCl were mixed in the pres-
ence of glycerol; alkaline media (KOH) in the absence of glycer-
ol gave similar results. Quantitative reduction took place once
this solution was mixed under alkaline conditions, which con-
firms the inherent reducing ability of polyols at room tempera-
ture, once pH is raised to the proper value.[26, 27, 28, 29, 30]

Once the potential ability of Gly to drive the homogenous
reduction of AuIII was established, the experimental conditions
were screened in order to ensure the quantitative formation of
metallic nanoparticles, on the basis of the inherent reactivity of
these reagents.[32] When Gly (responsible of the alkalinization
reaction and polyol generation, see Scheme 1) was added, the
initial HAuCl4 yellow solution, containing chloride anions,
turned colorless and then reddish, indicating quantitative re-

Scheme 1. Ring-rupture reaction of glycidol in aqueous media: chloride
attack with chlorohydrin formation and net alkalinization (reactions 1 and 2)
or epoxide hydrolysis (acid- or base-catalyzed glycerol formation, reaction 3).
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duction of AuIII to AuI subsequently followed by Au nanoparti-
cle formation. Nevertheless, the obtained nanoparticles tended
to aggregate and precipitate along their growth, as presented
in Figure 1 A; UV/Vis spectra also confirmed this naked-eye ob-
servation (see Figure S1). This result suggests that products of
the Gly ring-opening, glycerol and both chlorohydrin isomers,
or their resulting oxidized forms, are not effective stabilizing
agents, because AuNP tend to agglomerate, which is due the
high ionic strength given by at least 100 mm of K+ . Aiming at
improving the epoxide route as a synthetic method, already
proved by the sequential reduction of AuIII!AuI!Au0, a stabi-
lizing agent must be used in order to avoid aggregation. Poly-
vinylpyrrolidone, MW = 10000 g mol�1 (PVP-10k), and
cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) were
chosen as polymeric and cationic stabilizing agents,
respectively. In these samples, Gly was added to solu-
tions containing HAuCl4, KCl, and PVP-10k or CTAC at
room temperature; none of these additives affected
the alkalinization rate of the chloride–Gly reaction
(see Figure S2). An analogous quantitative reduction
sequence was observed while reddish AuNP suspen-
sions that remain stable for months were obtained
(Figure 1 B and C).

TEM inspection of the stabilized AuNP is presented
in Figure 2. Morphological characterization by TEM
performed over more than 100 nanoparticles of both
samples allowed to confirm the formation of spheroi-
dal nanoparticles with diameters of 10�2 and 14�
3 nm for PVP-10k and CTAC, respectively. These ex-
periments demonstrate the feasibility of the pro-
posed synthetic methodology to obtain spheroidal
AuNP, exclusively, in a homogeneous one-pot reac-
tion at room temperature.

Kinetics of AuIII reduction and the effect of stabilizing
agents on the growth mechanism

In order to perform a further inspection of the main parame-
ters that govern the alkalinization reaction, the variation of
both chloride and glycidol concentrations could be explored.
Chloride concentration modulates both the gold reduction po-
tential (see Figure S3) and the alkalinization (reactions 1 and 2,
Scheme 1) versus hydrolysis (reaction 3, Scheme 1) rates.[32] In
the present approach, in order to realize a simplified kinetics
screening, only the glycidol concentration was explored as the
experimental parameter to regulate the reaction rate. A set of
experiments screening initial glycidol concentrations from 250
to 5000 mm were carried out in the presence of each of the
stabilizing agents. Under all evaluated conditions stable AuNP
were obtained. Reaction time decreases when glycidol concen-
tration increases as expected according to the alkalinization
rate [Eq. 1]:

vOH� ¼
d OH�½ �

dt
¼ k Cl�½ � Gly½ � ð1Þ

Reaction completion can be tuned from 30 minutes to one
day and from 10 minutes to a couple of hours when CTAC or
PVP-10k are used as stabilizing agents, respectively. For each
condition, experiments performed by using CTAC were always
faster than those with PVP-10k. Figure S4 depicts UV/Vis spec-
tra of the prepared samples, with their localized surface plas-
mon resonance (LSPR) band position. A clear trend for the
PVP-10k experiment is observed. The LSPR band position shifts
from about 530 to about 510 nm with glycidol concentration
increment. However, for CTAC experiments, the LSPR band po-
sition remains practically invariant around 523�1 nm under
the same scenario. In all the experiments, the absorbance at
400 nm reaches the expected value of 1.20�0.05, which indi-
cates a quantitative reduction of AuIII into metallic nanoparti-

Figure 1. Images of representative samples belonging to the different states
reached along the reaction by employing initial concentrations of
[HAuCl4] = 0.5 mm, [Cl�] = 100 mm, [Gly] = 2500 mm A) without stabilizing
agent and with B) [PVP 10k] = 0.11 mm (B) or C) [CTAC] = 10 mm at 25 8C.

Figure 2. TEM images of AuNP obtained by employing initial concentrations of
[HAuCl4] = 0.5 mm, [Cl�] = 100 mm, [Gly] = 2500 mm, and [PVP-10k] = 0.11 mm (left) ; or
[CTAC] = 10 mm (right) at 25 8C; scale bar represents 50 nm for both images. Inset : size
distribution estimated over more than 100 nanoparticles.
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cles.[43] These experiments demonstrate that AuNP can be ob-
tained under a wide range of experimental conditions, and
their characteristics depend on both glycidol concentration
and the chosen stabilizing agent. In order to understand the
reduction sequence (already observed by the naked eye,
Figure 1) and how the alkalinization method controls the re-
duction process, detailed kinetic studies were performed under
a given glycidol-to-AuIII ratio. Figure 3 depicts the characteristic
evolution of the UV/Vis spectra recorded during the reaction in
the presence of each one of the stabilizing agents, PVP-10k

and CTAC; a control experiment in the absence of stabilizer is
also presented. The inspection of the bands around 275–
375 nm gives information about the presence of AuIII com-
plexes,[44] whereas the absorption bands in the 375–825 nm
region give information about the LSPR band of AuNP, the po-
sition of which is related to their shape and size.[45]

While the reaction proceeds and pH increases, a blueshift is
observed at the maximum position of AuIII in PVP-10k solution;
this behavior was also found in solutions containing HAuCl4

and KCl without stabilizing agents (control). Such continuous
shift is related to the substitution of Cl� by OH� in
Au(OH)xCl4�x

� moieties, with 0�x�4 (see Figure S5), as was re-
ported for titration experiments in which total ligand exchange
was achieved.[46] The rate of decay of AuIII moieties and the
subsequent growth of AuNP are practically identical in the
presence or absence of PVP (see Figure S6). Once approximate-
ly 20 % of gold has been reduced to the metallic state, dramat-
ic differences between the PVP sample and the control are ob-
served. While the former develops a constant rate growth the
latter exhibits an accelerated profile until 60 % of reduction. At
this value, quantitative aggregation and flocculation takes
place with the subsequent absorbance decay.

Marked differences are observed for both AuIII and AuNP re-
gions when alkalinization develops in the presence of CTAC.
First, a redshift of about 8 nm for the maximum position of
AuIII is registered for the initial solution containing CTAC. This
suggests that the complex between AuIII and CTAC (from here
AuIII-CTAC) is present under these experimental conditions.[47]

However, the maximum position of the AuIII-CTAC complex re-
mains practically invariant during its consumption, which
shows a higher stability of this complex/moieties over OH�

substitution. Although experimental conditions remain con-
stant, and only changes in the nature of stabilizing agent were
induced, a clear change in the AuNP growth mechanism re-
sults. Looking at the 375–825 nm region, a continuous redshift
of the LSPR maximum during AuNP growth can be observed
when PVP-10k is used, which is in good agreement with a pro-
cess that involves the nucleation of nanospheres that increase
their size along the reaction. However, when CTAC is used, the
behavior is essentially different: a blueshift is observed, match-
ing with a narrowing in the LSPR band. These inherent differ-
ences are compiled in Figure S7, which presents the men-
tioned shifts in the maximum position of Au(OH)xCl4�x

� , AuIII-
CTAC absorption band, and position of the LSPR band of AuNP
as a function of reaction time. Beyond the inherent differences
between their growth mechanisms, both reactions are com-
pleted in terms of AuIII consumption, and the obtained AuNP
present highly symmetric and narrow LSPR bands with maxima
around 518 and 523 nm for PVP-10 K and CTAC, respectively.
Even so, the kinetic growth of AuNP is essentially different,
around 2–3 times faster when CTAC in employed.

In the search of a detailed morphological characterization of
these different growth scenarios, SAXS patterns were recorded
during the reaction, in order to model the AuNP size and
shape evolution. In this point, it is important to highlight that,
because of the strict control in the reaction rate given by the
homogeneous alkalinization, several SAXS patterns can be

Figure 3. UV/Vis spectra as a function of reaction time (0 to 300 min) for
gold reduction mediated by glycidol at 25 8C. The samples were prepared
by employing initial concentrations of [HAuCl4] = 0.5 mm, [Cl�] = 100 mm,
[Gly] = 2500 mm (control experiment, upper panel) and [PVP-10k] = 0.11 mm

(central panel) or [CTAC] = 10 mm (bottom panel). Arrows indicate the time
evolution.
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easily obtained, allowing a proper in situ isothermal study of
the growth kinetics.[48, 49] A set of SAXS curves obtained at rep-
resentative times for PVP-10k and CTAC samples are presented
in Figure 4. On the basis of the TEM size distribution analysis
that showed monomodal histograms for both systems, a non-

interactive polydisperse ellipsoid of revolution nanoparticle
model[50] was chosen. This model takes into account the aniso-
tropic particle shape and allows performing a proper fitting of
each individual pattern (see Appendix in the Supporting Infor-
mation). In this particular case, a morphology parameter (E)
that accounts for the aspect ratio between the equatorial and
axial diameters was defined. For the number size distribution,
a nonsymmetric Schulz–Zimm[51] normalized distribution was
used, which allows the inclusion of a polydispersity function
with a variance (s) around a size average diameter (D).[52] In
the case of the CTAC system, the specific contribution of the
micelles was taken into account in the analysis (see Fig-
ure SA1).

For the PVP-10k sample, the average diameter after three
hours of reaction results in 8 nm with a 2 nm size distribution
variance (see Table 1). PVP-10k-stabilized AuNP can be mod-
eled as spherical objects (E � 1) with a diameter that slightly
increases after first detection; LSPR band position measure-
ments support this observation. In the case of the CTAC

sample, the best fit of the SAXS patterns is obtained when an
oblate ellipsoid of revolution is assumed (E < 1). The growth
curve shows that during the initial stages AuNP present a
highly anisotropic aspect ratio of about 0.45 until they reach
the maximum size/volume. Close to the end of this first 20 mi-
nutes-long step of reduction and growth, the nanoparticles de-
velop a maturation process and after 60 minutes the anisotrop-
ic aspect ratio increases its value to 0.73.

It is important to remark that, for both families of final parti-
cles, diameters obtained by SAXS pattern modeling are in
close agreement with TEM observations. However, spherical
and spheroidal particles with these diameters cannot be distin-
guished by conventional TEM measurements and/or the maxi-
mum position in UV/Vis spectra. SAXS analysis supports the
observation of other techniques about the influence of the
two stabilizing agents during the nanoparticle’s nucleation and
growth. Moreover, the blueshift observed in UV/Vis spectra
after nucleation for CTAC-stabilized samples could be attribut-
ed to the nucleation of highly anisotropic nanoparticles
(E � 0:45), which evolve later into more symmetrical spheroids
along the growth process (E � 0:73). Table 1 compiles the
model’s parameter values obtained by a nonlinear square fit of
the experimental SAXS patterns for an ex situ experiment per-
formed after three hours of reaction. The values obtained from
the volume-size distribution are in accordance with TEM size
histograms, because of the stronger incidence of the larger
particles on the scattered intensity. All reported values corre-
spond with the volume-size distribution.

The pH evolution was also assessed in order to further un-
derstand the reaction steps. Figure 5 compiles this information
along with the rate of AuIII consumption and reduction into
metallic form (AuNP growth) estimated from UV/Vis spectra
analysis, and diameter evolution obtained by SAXS fitting. For
both CTAC and PVP-10k experiments, as soon as the reaction
between chloride and Gly takes place, the pH increases from
the acidic conditions given by HAuCl4 up to the most alkaline
conditions that the present method typically reaches, close to
a value of 11.[32]

The reduction in the presence of PVP takes place with a mo-
notonous increment of pH; nucleation of metallic gold takes
place at a pH value of 10.0. No pH drops were observed along
the nucleation and growth of the metallic phase; having in
mind that AuIII does not form any complex with PVP-10k, the
gold complexes distribution, Au(OH)xCl4�x

� , will be modulated
by pH exclusively. Then, highly hydroxylated AuIII species pre-
vail, proving the necessary OH equivalents (one per electron)
to drive the redox process (see Scheme S1). When AuIII is re-
duced in the presence of CTAC, the pH profile presents abrupt
changes in its shape. The first deceleration of pH around 9.0 is
coincident with the sudden and massive absorption decay of
the initially prevalent AuIII-CTAC complex, to give rise to an in-
termediate moiety. Once a pH value of about 9.5 is reached,
the OH� consumption of this first step ends and the pH
curve’s slope increases. At a pH value of about 10.2, a sudden
pH drop overlaps with the formation of AuNP, in agreement
with UV/Vis and SAXS inspection, which suggests the occur-
rence of a nucleation overshoot. In this moment, the AuNP di-

Figure 4. Evolution of SAXS patterns with time (0 to 300 min) and its fitting
(red lines) for solutions prepared by employing initial concentrations of
[HAuCl4] = 0.5 mm, [Cl�] = 100 mm, [Gly] = 2500 mm, and [PVP 10k] = 0.11 mm

(left) or [CTAC] = 10 mm (right) at 25 8C. Arrows indicate time evolution.

Table 1. Size parameters obtained from SAXS fitting. Dav,N corresponds to
the ellipsoid’s average equatorial diameter, s to the Schulz–Zimm var-
iance for number (N) or volume (V) size distribution function, and 2 to
the aspect parameter defined as the ratio between the equatorial and
axial diameter.

Stabilizing Dav,N sN E Dav,N sV

agent [nm] [nm]

PVP-10k 6.2�0.1 1.2 0.98�0.03 8.0�0.1 1.6
CTAC 13.3�0.1 3.9 0.73�0.01 16.6�0.1 4.9
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ameter is about half of the final one, which is reached some
minutes afterwards. This second marked acidification can be
interpreted in terms of sudden consumption of hydroxyl
groups required for the oxidation of alcohol groups to alde-
hydes and/or acids (see Scheme S1). The differences in pH
values at which the reaction takes place when comparing with
CTAC experiments, alert about modification in the gold spe-
cies’ thermodynamic stability mediated by AuIII-CTAC complex
formation. When both CTAC and PVP experiments were repeat-
ed by employing a lower initial concentration of glycidol
(1000 mm), identical pH profiles were observed, which indi-
cates the occurrence of a similar sequence of chemical events
or reduction mechanism (see Figure S8–S10); for each system,
the overall alkalinization/reduction rates were proportionally
reduced, according to Equation (1).

In summary, by means of a comprehensive characterization,
it was demonstrated that two different mechanisms are in-
volved in the AuNP formation mediated by the epoxide route,
depending on the nature of the employed stabilizing agent.
This study was possible thanks to the fact that the epoxide de-
composition is homogeneous and progressively generates the
ideal medium for AuIII reduction, along a time scale fully com-
patible with the most commonly employed techniques in ki-
netic measurements.

Kinetics of AuIII reduction in a sol–gel transition scenario
and hydrogel stabilization; towards composites by a one-
pot approach

In addition to the explored strategies to stabilize the AuNP, a
complementary approach was evaluated, by taking advantage
of the mild alkalinization conditions employed herein including
sol–gel transitions. In principle, the AuNP formation can be
combined with other pH-driven chemical transformations; in
particular, hydrogels are able to physically trap nanoparticles
preventing their aggregation/decantation. By coupling reduc-
tion and gelation, composite materials can be prepared
through a one-pot approach. In this sense, there is a wide pH
window before gold reduction/agglomeration takes place,
along which several inorganic matrices such as ZrIV,[53] AlIII,[54] or
SiIV[40] based hydrogels may be formed and consolidated,
driven by the epoxide route alkalinization. Because these
phases nucleate and quantitatively grow under relatively acidic
conditions, their formation can eventually take place before or
along gold reduction, allowing the growth of a composite
either in a sequential or simultaneous fashion. In order to illus-
trate this concept, a set of AlIII-based hydrogels were prepared
in the presence of increasing concentrations of HAuCl4, with-
out adding any soluble stabilizing agent. To this aim, both the
solvent and the epoxide concentration were modified accord-

Figure 5. Evolution of pH (upper panel) ; AuIII and Au0 UV/Vis traces (central panel) ; and diameter from SAXS analysis (lower panel) of AuNP employing PVP-
10k (left) and CTAC (right). The samples were prepared by employing initial concentrations of [HAuCl4] = 0.5 mm, [Cl�] = 100 mm, [PVP-10k] = 0.11 mm (left),
[CTAC] = 10 mm (right), and [Gly] = 2500 mm at 25 8C.
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ing to our previous development of high optical quality hydro-
gels.[53] Figure 6 depicts the evolution of pH and conductivity
as well as the main UV/Vis absorption signals belonging to the
starting AuIII precursors and the resultant AuNP. Because the
most important contribution to the overall conductivity of the
starting solution comes from the AlCl3, the conductivity decay
offers a robust indication of the extent of hydroxylation/gela-
tion of Al(OH)3 that drives the sol–gel transition. Between 1
and 30 min, a noticeable drop in the conductivity coexists with
an alkalinization plateau centered at a pH value of 3.0, gov-
erned by the hydroxylation of AlIII moieties. Along this step,
the sol–gel transition takes place while the concentration of
AuIII soluble precursors remains almost unaltered. Subsequent-
ly, once AlIII is quantitatively consumed, evidenced by a con-
ductivity decay of almost 90 %, pH rises at a faster rate and
when a value of 6 is reached, nucleation of gold takes place
and quantitative reduction is observed. The decrease of the
nucleation pH can be interpreted in terms of a more reducing
medium employed herein (because of the higher initial Gly
concentration) and/or the eventual role of Al(OH)3 surface fa-
voring a heterogenous nucleation process. UV/Vis spectra evi-
denced an increase in the intensity of the LSPR band, centered
at 530 nm, denoting a similar growth mechanism as observed
in the control experiment in the absence of stabilizing agents
(see Figure 3). In this case, the lack of specific shifts associated
with nanoparticle aggregation, even for the highest AuIII con-
centration tested, suggests the growth of AuNP within the mi-
crostructure of the hydrogel, avoiding their migration. Beyond
these mechanistic aspects, it is worth to mention that the
Al(OH)3 hydrogel has a neglectable contribution to the absorp-

tion signal along the whole sol–gel and reduction process, as
was observed before for related systems, such as nano-ZrO2

hydrogels.[53] TEM images (Figure 6 c) demonstrate that the ob-
tained AuNP are isolated and present a spheroidal shape with
an average diameter of 20 nm. This set of experiments demon-
strates that the one-pot confined growth developed herein
provides a suitable strategy for the preparation of stable dis-
persions of metallic nanoparticles embedded into inorganic
matrices through a one-pot method, giving rise to a vast ple-
thora of composites. The optimization of the alkalization condi-
tions allows the consolidation of a composite containing
“naked” nanoparticles that is promising, for example, for cata-
lytic applications.[55]

Conclusion

A new methodology to obtain AuNP on the basis of homoge-
neous alkalinization through the epoxide route was presented.
The proposed method takes advantage of the controlled and
simultaneous generation of OH� and polyol moieties in the re-
action medium, until a pH is reached at which AuIII is quantita-
tively reduced in the form of pure spheroidal AuNP. A stabiliz-
ing agent is required to maintain the AuNP suspension, the
presence of which dramatically affects the mechanism of
growth. This results in changes in the final particle shape and
size, as demonstrated by the evolution of UV/Vis absorption
spectra, pH, and SAXS patterns. Interestingly, the proposed
methodology offers a convenient scenario to follow the reduc-
tive species concentration during the reaction (pH evolution),
a feature that is not easily achievable with literature methods.

Figure 6. A) Evolution of pH, conductivity, and absorbance (at 315 and 400 nm) for glycerol/water solutions (50 % in volume) containing initial concentrations
of [HAuCl4] = 0.5 mm, [AlCl3] = 500 mm, and [Gly] = 4400 mm at 25 8C. B) Absorbance values recorded at 315 and 400 nm are used to follow the overall con-
sumption of Au(OH)xCl4�x

� complexes (yellow zone) and AuNP formation (red zone), respectively; dashed line denotes the gelation time. C) Digital image of
the resulting Al(OH)3 hydrogels hosting the grown Au nanoparticles prepared with [HAuCl4] = 0, 0.25, 0.50, or 1.0 mm ; TEM image of the composite sample
with [HAuCl4] = 0.5 mm aged for 1000 min. D) UV/Vis spectra of the hydrogel as a function of reaction time (t = 0 min in yellow, t = 1000 min in red); arrows in-
dicate the time evolution.
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This opens up the possibility for fundamental studies concern-
ing AuNP nucleation and growth under several conditions, and
also other metal nanoparticles such as palladium or platinum,
among others.

Beyond the inherent kinetic and mechanistic aspects previ-
ously discussed, the present synthesis path has certain advan-
tages over other well-established methods. The proposed ho-
mogeneous methodology is compatible with the preparation
of a wide variety of oxides and hydroxides phases that effec-
tively stabilize the growing AuNP; these systems are also ac-
cessible to implement a comprehensive in situ inspection with
the aforementioned techniques.

The inherently mild conditions employed allow the addition
of thermally labile molecules, opening up the possibility of ob-
taining key functional materials, ranging from nanocomposites
to biocapped AuNP, in a single one-pot approach.

Experimental Section

Chemicals

Gold(III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4·3 H2O), aluminium(III) chloride
hexahydrate (AlCl3·6 H2O), hydrochloric acid (HCl), potassium chlo-
ride (KCl), polyvinylpyrrolidone MW = 10 000 g mol�1 (PVP-10k), ce-
tyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC), glycerol, and glycidol (Gly)
were supplied by Sigma–Aldrich. All reagents were used without
further purification. Deionized water (18 MW cm�1) was used for all
preparations.

AuNP synthesis

Typically, AuNP reduction was performed at 25 8C. Experiments
were carried out by mixing the filtrated solution in Milli-Q� water
adjusted at a pH value of 3.0�0.1 with HCl. In all cases the initial
concentrations were adjusted to: [HAuCl4] = 0.5 mm, [KCl] =
100 mm, [PVP-10k] = 0.11 mm or [CTAC] = 10 mm, and [Gly] = 250–
5000 mm. Firstly, HAuCl4, KCl, and HCl pH 3.0 solutions were
mixed; then stabilizing agent was added under continuous mag-
netic stirring. AuIII-CTAC complex formation is denoted by the for-
mation of a bright yellow solid. In this last case, it is necessary to
wait a few minutes until the opalescent mixture becomes a clear
solution.

AuNP growth kinetics

Representative alkalinization curves were registered by in situ po-
tentiometric pH measurement in a reactor at 25 8C under perma-
nent magnetic stirring. The UV/Vis spectra were recorded with a
Shimadzu spectrophotometer set in kinetic mode. Step time was
optimized from 0.5 s/spectra to 600 s/spectra, depending on the
experiment.

Al(OH)3 hydrogel–AuNP synthesis

A set of glycerol/water solutions (50 % in volume) containing
[AlCl3] = 500 mm, [Gly] = 4400 mm and variable amounts of
[HAuCl4] (0, 0.25, 0.50, or 1.0 mm) were aged at 25 8C for 1000 min.
Absorbance values recorded at 315 and 400 nm were used to
follow the overall consumption of Au(OH)xCl4�x

� complexes and
AuNP formation, respectively. Conductivity and proton activity
were recorded along the whole gelation process by employing the
proper conductimetric and potentiometric probes.

AuNP TEM inspection

As prepared AuNP suspensions were centrifuged at 11 000 RPM for
15 min and resuspended in water 2 times. These AuNP samples
(15 microliters) were dropped onto a carbon-coated copper grid
and left to dry. TEM inspection was performed with a Philips
CM200 TEM operating at 180 kV (GM-CAC-CNEA) or a Philips EM
301 TEM operating at 60 kV (CMA, FCEN, UBA). Average sizes and
size distribution of the samples were determined by counting at
least 100 particles employing ImageJ software.

AuNP SAXS measurements

The SAXS measurements were performed at the D02A-SAXS1
beamline of the LNLS (Campinas, Brazil) with a wavelength of
1.544 �. A Pilatus 300 K detector was used, with 898.39 mm
sample-to-detector distance. SAXS patterns were recorded with ex-
posure times of 20 s with 40 s of deadtime between measure-
ments. The scattering intensity distributions as a function of scat-
tering momentum transfer q were obtained in the q range be-
tween 0.128 and 5.9 nm�1. One-dimensional curves were obtained
by integration of the 2D data by employing the program FIT-2D.[56]

Measurements were performed at room temperature in a beamline
vacuum-tight temperature-controlled X-ray cell for liquids.[57] The
SAXS normalized patterns were fitted by employing an in-house
written program; the model’s parameters were obtained for all pat-
terns by mixing random Gaussian perturbation of the nonlinear pa-
rameters with least-square procedure in order to avoid local mini-
mums.[58] More details can be found in the Supporting Information.
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Mild Homogeneous Synthesis of Gold
Nanoparticles through the Epoxide
Route: Kinetics, Mechanisms, and
Related One-Pot Composites

Homogeneous alkalinization leads to
the quantitative formation of gold
nanoparticles at room temperature by
means of epoxide ring-opening. The
new methodology takes advantage of
the kinetically controlled generation of

OH� in the reaction medium; under al-
kaline conditions spheroidal Au nano-
particles are formed. The required stabi-
lizing agents affect the mechanism of
growth and kinetics, as demonstrated
by spectroscopic measurements.
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